Abstract. We prove the conjectures on dimensions and characters of some quadratic algebras stated by B.L.Feigin. It turns out that these algebras are naturally isomorphic to the duals of the components of the bihamiltonian operad.
Introduction.
All algebras and operads in this paper are defined over the field of rational numbers Q. The even Orlik-Solomon algebra OS + (n) is a super-commutative associative algebra with even generators x ij , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n, and relations x ij + x ji = 0, x 2 ij = 0, x ij x jk + x jk x ki + x ki x ij = 0.
These algebras are closely related to the type A hyperplane arrangements. The Orlik-Solomon algebra OS(n) is isomorphic to the cohomology of the complement of the complex arrangement A n−1 (see [1] , [9] ), while the even Orlik-Solomon algebra OS + (n) gives a graded version of the algebra of locally constant functions on the complement of the real arrangement A n−1 (see [4] ).
Theorem 1 (Arnold [1] , Mathieu [8] ). dim OS(n) = dim OS + (n) = n!.
Another interpretation of Orlik-Solomon algebras was found in [2] . One of the central results of [2] is computation of the homology for the (topological) operad of little discs. This homology turns out to be isomorphic to the Gerstenhaber operad (which is a graded version of the Poisson operad). Since the topological spaces of the operad of little discs are homotopically equivalent to the complements of the complex hyperplane arrangements, the cohomology algebras of these spaces are given by Orlik-Solomon algebras. Thus there exists a cooperadic structure on the collection of the OrlikSolomon algebras. The even Orlik-Solomon algebras are also equipped by a cooperadic structure (and the dual operad is the Poisson operad). We show how these structures themselves can be used to compute the dimensions and monomial bases for these algebras.
The main results of our paper are concerned with the following generalizations of these algebras which were suggested by B.L.Feigin. (These algebras are related to some other quadratic algebras studied by A.N.Kirillov, see [5] for the details.) Definition 2. The double Orlik-Solomon algebra OS 2 (n) is an associative super-commutative algebra with odd generators x ij , y ij , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n, and relations x ij − x ji = y ij − y ji = 0, x ij x jk + x jk x ki + x ki x ij = 0, x ij y jk + x jk y ki + x ki y ij + y ij x jk + y jk x ki + y ki x ij = 0, y ij y jk + y jk y ki + y ki y ij = 0,
The double even Orlik-Solomon algebra OS + 2 (n) is an associative supercommutative algebra with even generators x ij , y ij , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n, and relations x ij + x ji = y ij + y ji = 0, x ij x jk + x jk x ki + x ki x ij = 0, x ij y jk + x jk y ki + x ki y ij + y ij x jk + y jk x ki + y ki x ij = 0, y ij y jk + y jk y ki + y ki y ij = 0,
The main result of this paper is Theorem 2.
dim OS 2 (n) = dim OS + 2 (n) = (n + 1) n−1 .
Remark 1.
There exists a somehow more neat way to explain the relations in the algebra OS + 2 (n). Fix two arbitrary numbers λ and µ. Let z ij = λx ij +µy ij . Then the relations mean that for each choice of coefficients the elements z ij satisfy the relations of OS + (n). The analogous description for OS 2 (n) fails: due to skew-commutativity, the relation x ij y ij = 0 cannot be obtained similarly. Remarkably, the algebra OS 2 (n) whose relations are relations of OS 2 (n) without the condition x ij y ij = 0 seems to be very interesting as well. For example, the conjectured dimension of BB(n) is equal to 2 n (n + 1) n−2 (A.N. Kirillov) , which is also the conjectured dimension of the space of "three-diagonal harmonics" [6] .
Unfortunately, we do not know geometric realizations for these algebras in the spirit of hyperplane arrangements. Remarkably, the cooperadic structures on these algebras do exist, and so we can use operads to prove the theorem. It turns out that there exists a natural pairing between the even Orlik-Solomon algebras and the components of the bihamiltonian operad. This operad (introduced in [3] ) corresponds to the algebraic structures arising on functions on a manifold equipped by two compatible Poisson brackets. Thus we also obtain additional structures on the bihamiltonian operad. Unlike the Poisson operad, the bihamiltonian operad has not been related to topology yet. Our theorem gives an additional interpretation of the Hopf operad structure on this operad analogous to a well known Hopf operad structure on the Poisson operad. (Existence of such a structure means that the tensor product of two bihamiltonian algebras is again a bihamiltonian algebra.) [5] using the bergman computer algebra system). Thus it is impossible to reduce the problem to a pure combinatorial problem on monomial algebras.
1.2.
Plan of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we remind the definitions of our operads. The details can be found in [3] . Throughout the paper we use the combinatorics of different types of graphs. In Section 3 we fix some notation for the corresponding combinatorial structures. To make the proof more visible, we begin with a new proof of Theorem 1 (where we make use of the known facts on the Poisson operad). We hope that it will be useful for better understanding the proof in more complicated cases. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 2. Actually, in both cases we prove only the part concerning the even Orlik-Solomon algebras; the case of ordinary Orlik-Solomon algebras is similar and is left to the reader. First of all, we prove the upper bound on the dimensions of our algebras. To do this, we take the basis of the bihamiltonian operad and introduce a bijection between this basis and certain set of monomials in our algebras, and then show that these monomials form a spanning set for our algebras. (These monomials are indexed by some species of forests with quite nontrivial combinatorics.) Then we want to prove the lower bound. We define a pairing between our algebras and the components of the bihamiltonian operad. It remains to prove that this pairing is non-degenerate. To do this, we introduce a linear ordering of the basis in the bihamiltonian operad and the spanning set of our algebras and then show that the matrix of the pairing between these sets of vectors is non-degenerate. [The proof for the double Orlik-Solomon algebras is essentially the same, the only difference is in replacing the bihamiltonian operad by the bi-Gerstenhaber operad.] 
Definitions and notation.
We mostly think of operads as of certain class of functors from the category Set b of finite sets (with bijections as morphisms) to the category of vector spaces. Throughout the paper we take the space of multilinear elements in the free algebra generated by I over the operad O as a realization of the space O(I). We also think of our algebras as of functors from Set b to the category of algebras, allowing sometimes the indices in the definition to range in a finite set I. (Thus maybe it is better to write OS + ([n]) instead of OS + (n), but we mostly use the latter notation.)
We remind the definitions of several operads (most of them are well known).
The operad Com is generated by a symmetric binary operation ⋆ with one quadratic relation, meaning the associativity law for this operation: a ⋆ (b ⋆ c) = (a ⋆ b) ⋆ c for any three elements in an algebra over this operad. Thus an algebra over this operad is an associative commutative algebra.
The Lie operad Lie is generated by a skew-symmetric binary operation {·,·} with one quadratic relation. Namely, the Jacobi identity (1) {a, {b, c}} + {b, {c, a}} + {c, {a, b}} = 0 should be satisfied in each algebra over this operad. Thus an algebra over this operad is a Lie algebra. The Poisson operad P is generated by a symmetric operation ⋆ and a skew-symmetric operation {·, ·}. The relations mean that an algebra over this operad is a vector space V equipped by two operations satisfying the following for any a, b, c ∈ V .
(i) commutativity of the product: a ⋆ b = b ⋆ a, (ii) skew-commutativity of the bracket: {a, b} = −{b, a}, (iii) associativity of the product: a ⋆ (b ⋆ c) = (a ⋆ b) ⋆ c, (iv) Jacobi identity for the bracket:
{a, {b, c}} + {b, {c, a}} + {c, {a, b}} = 0, (v) "Leibniz rule for differentiating a product":
An algebra over this operad is called a Poisson algebra; an example of such an algebra is provided by functions on a Poisson manifold with the ordinary pointwise product and a bracket defined by the Poisson bivector field. The Gerstenhaber operad Gerst is a graded version of the Poisson operad; it is generated by a symmetric operation (product) ∪ of degree zero and a graded Lie bracket [·,·] of degree −1. The relations mean that an algebra over this operad is a graded vector space V equipped by two operations satisfying the following for any homogeneous a, b, c ∈ V .
(i) super commutativity of the product:
(ii) super skew-commutativity of the bracket:
graded Jacobi identity for the bracket:
The operad Lie 2 (called also the operad of two compatible brackets) is generated by two skew-symmetric operations (brackets) {·,·} 1 and {·,·} 2 . The relations in this operad mean that any linear combination of these brackets satisfies the Jacobi identity (1).
The bihamiltonian operad P 2 is generated by three operations: a symmetric product ⋆ and two skew-symmetric brackets {·,·} 1 and {·,·} 2 . The relations mean that an algebra over this operad is a vector space V equipped by three operations satisfying the following for any a, b, c ∈ V .
(i) commutativity of the product: a ⋆ b = b ⋆ a, (ii) skew-commutativity of the brackets: {a,
Jacobi identity for the brackets:
(v) compatibility condition for the brackets ("the six-term relation")
The bi-Gerstenhaber operad Gerst 2 is a graded version of the bihamiltonian operad; it is generated by a symmetric operation (product) ∪ of degree zero and two graded Lie brackets [·,·] 1 , [·,·] 2 of degree −1. The relations mean that an algebra over this operad is a graded vector space V equipped by three operations satisfying the following for any homogeneous a, b, c ∈ V .
iv) graded Jacobi identity for the brackets:
(v) graded compatibility condition for the brackets 3. Combinatorial structures.
As the Lie operad is a quotient of a free operad with one generator, its component Lie(I) is spanned by binary trees whose leaves are labeled by I. 
We think of these trees as of drawn in the plane, the root being the uppermost vertex.In the case of the operad of two compatible brackets, the spanning set is also indexed by binary trees, but these trees have an additional structure: the internal vertices are labeled by the set {1, 2} indicating which bracket is applied each time (the tree corresponding to the monomial
shown on the picture). To any monomial which is a product of several monomials involving only brackets we assign the forest consisting of the corresponding binary trees. Throughout the paper we will widely use the combinatorics of graphs of two different types. The first type consists of (forests of) trees introduced above. They are of "operadic" nature and we call them O-trees when we want to avoid the mess. The second type of graphs ("algebraic" ones, referred to as A-graphs) is used to index spanning sets in our algebras. Vertices of these graphs are labeled by a finite set I. In the case of the algebras OS the generator. Namely, given a monomial in the algebra indexed by I, we assign to this monomial a graph on I in a following obvious way: for each generator that appears in the monomial, let us connect i and j with an edge (and label this edge by x or y according to the name of the generator in the case of algebras OS + 2 ; see the picture for the graph corresponding to the monomial x 12 y 13 y 14 x 35 ). The opposite is also clear: each graph G on I of this type corresponds to a monomial m G in our algebra. Below we will prove that for our algebras any monomial corresponding to the graph with a cycle vanishes, and so we actually deal with some kind of forests.
The case of the Poisson operad.
This section introduces a new proof of the known results on the Poisson operad. This proof provides a simple model of a more complicated proof for the bihamiltonian operad and is organized similarly.
4.1.
A monomial basis for the Poisson operad. This step is not new; we list it here to make the proof more structured and self-contained.
We start with the Lie operad. It is known that dim Lie(n) = (n − 1)! (for an operadic proof of this fact, see [3] ). So to introduce a monomial basis in Lie(n), we need to find the set of monomials of cardinality (n − 1)! in the corresponding component of this operad which spans this component. The following lemma is classical. Lemma 1. The elements {a σ(1) , {a σ(2) , . . . , {a σ(n−1) , a n } . . .}} for σ ∈ S n−1 span the space Lie(n).
Proof. Jacobi identity, written in the form {{a, b}, c} = {a, {b, c}} + {b, {a, c}}, allows us to decrease the degree (number of generators involved) of the left argument of the bracket. Hence, by induction on the degree of the left argument, we can rewrite any monomial as a linear combination of the monomials {a i , m}, where the left argument is a letter a i . Using the skew symmetry of the bracket, we can assume on each step that the generator a n is involved in the right argument, and the lemma follows by induction on n.
Denote the set of such elements by B Lie (n). It follows that this set provides a basis for the component Lie(n). Since the Poisson operad is obtained from operads Com and Lie by a distributive law, we have an isomorphism of S-modules P ≃ Com • Lie (see [7] ), and thus we have
, is a basis of P(n).
Corollary 1. The dimension of the space P(n) is equal to n!.
Proof. Since the S-modules P and Com • Lie are isomorphic, the exponential generating series f P (x) is equal to the composition
which is exactly the exponential generating function for the sequence {n!}.
From the combinatorial point of view we can say that (n−1)! counts cycles on [n], while the composition with Com corresponds to a combinatorial structure obtained by partitioning a set and taking a cycle on each part of the partition, which encodes permutations (decomposition into disjoint cycles), so the number of objects of this type is equal to n!.
4.2.
An upper bound for dim OS + (n). Here we prove that n! is an upper bound for the dimension of OS + (n). Moreover, we prove the following more general statement. Proposition 1. Let OS + (n, γ) be an associative commutative algebra with generators x ij , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n, and relations
Proof. In fact, we will show that for the spanning set of our algebra we can take set F OS + (n) of the monomials m G such that each connected component of G (which is a graph G π on a certain subset π ⊂ [n]) is a tree without vertices having three or more neighbours, and the vertex labeled by the maximal element of π is a leaf (has exactly one neighbour). Thus any tree of this type can be embedded into a horizontal line, with the maximal label being the rightmost one.
We begin with a simple lemma.
Lemma 2. Under the conditions of the theorem, the monomial m G vanishes unless G is a forest.
Proof. We need to prove that m G = 0 if G contains a cycle. We prove it by induction on the number of edges of the shortest cycle in G. If this number is equal to 2, G has a multiple edge, and we use the relation x 2 ij = 0. If the length is greater than 2, consider two adjacent edges i ↔ j and j ↔ k of the cycle. Using the relation γ ijk x ij x jk = −γ jki x jk x ki − γ kij x ki x ij , we see that m G is equal to a linear combination of two monomials, each corresponding to a graph that has a cycle of smaller length.
Thus to prove the proposition, we need to rewrite any monomial corresponging to a tree as a linear combination of the monomials introduced above. Let the vertex with the maximal label be the root of that tree, and consider the induced orientation of the tree (the edge i ↔ j is oriented from i to j if the path from the root to j goes via i). We prove our statement by induction on the distance D from the root to the nearest vertex having at least two outgoing (directed) edges and, for a fixed D, on the number N of outgoing edges of this vertex.
Induction base: D cannot be more than the total number of edges, so we will succeed if we can increase it permanently; N cannot be less than 2, so we will succeed if we can decrease it, not decreasing D (thus really increasing D when N becomes equal to 1!).
So fix D ≥ 0 and let i be the nearest vertex having at least two outgoing edges. Let j and k be the ends of two such edges. Using the relation γ kij x ki x ij = −γ ijk x ij x jk − γ jki x jk x ki , we replace the corresponding monomial by a linear combination of two monomials for which the number of outgoing edges of i has decreased, and this is just what we want.
The number of elements in the spanning set can be computed in several ways. To make the proof similar to the case of the bihamiltonian operad, we will show that this set is obtained from the basis of the component of the Poisson operad with a very simple bijection. We will denote this bijection by η.
Notice that the basis of the Lie operad can be described recursively: each basis element is a bracket {a i , b}, where i < n and b belongs to a basis for the multilinear part of the free algebra generated by {a 1 , . . . , a i−1 , a i+1 , . . . , a n }. This recursive definition immediately gives us a recursive definition for a bijection: take a tree corresponding to the element b, take its vertex j corresponding to the uppermost generator in b (that is, such that b = {a j , c}) and connect this vertex to i with an edge. Combinatorially, if we draw the trees in the plane in a way that at each vertex the subtree containing n is the rightmost one, we see that the leaves of our tree are organized in a chain w.r.t. the height (n is the lowest), and we join the corresponding vertices with edges according to the order in this chain (see the picture).
To finish the definition of η, extend this correspondence on forests taking the disjoint union of images of the trees which occur in the forest.
4.3.
A lower bound for dim OS + (n). The upper bound n! that we have obtained is not sharp for a generic algebra OS + (n, γ). To prove that it is sharp for OS + (n), we use operadic arguments. Namely, we introduce a pairing between the vector spaces OS + (n) and P(n) and then use this pairing to show that the spanning set from the previous section is in fact linearly independent.
To define this pairing, we can use either the cooperad structure on the collection of algebras OS + (n) or the Hopf operad structure on P.
Let us begin with the cooperadic definition.
Definition 3. Take an element ♯ / ∈ I. Define an algebra homomorphism
by the formulas
Lemma 3. For each I, J the homomorphism φ IJ is well defined (that is, the relations are mapped to zero).
The mappings φ IJ obviously satisfy the coassociativity type relations for the cooperadic cocomposition, so the collection of the dual spaces {OS + (n) * } gets a structure of an operad.
Lemma 4. The binary operations of this operad satisfy the relations of P.
Thus there exists a mapping τ from P to the collection {OS + (n) * }.
Definition 4. Define a pairing
Another way to define this pairing originates from the Hopf operad structure on P which we will define now. Namely, we construct a coassociative morphism P → P ⊗ P (for us, the coassociativity is crucial; all other Hopf operad properties hold as well).
Definition 5. Let ∆ : P(2) → P(2) ⊗ P(2) be defined by the formulas
The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 5. The (coassociative) morphism ∆ is well defined.
This means that each vector space P(n) * obtains a structure of an associative algebra. Now we define our pairing. To make the definition compact, we use the following notation for the operations: 
Lemma 6. This pairing is well defined, i.e. it vanishes on all the (operadic and algebraic) relations.
Let us describe the pairing also in a combinatorial way. Take a monomial m G from the algebra OS + (n) (corresponding to some A-forest G) and an element α F ∈ P(n) which is also a monomial corresponding to some Oforest F. Define a following partial mapping f F ,G from the set of edges of G to the set of vertices of F. Given an edge e = (i ↔ j), take the leaves i and j of F. If they do not belong to the same component of F, the mapping is not defined. Otherwise consider the paths from that leaves to the root of the corresponding connected component. Let κ be the first common vertex of these paths. Then f F ,G assigns to the edge e the vertex κ. The following is evident from either definition of the pairing. Proof. We start with the definition of a linear ordering of the spanning set F OS + (n) (and thus a linear ordering of B P (n) via the bijection η). After that we show that the matrix of the pairing between B P (n) and F OS + (n) is nondegenerate: for our orderings it turns out to be upper triangular (andas a coincidence -even diagonal) with nonzero entries on the diagonal. Now we want to define a linear ordering of F OS + (n). Fix some ordering
Take two monomials m G 1 and m G 2 such that each G i is a forest of trees that are chains having the maximal element among the leaves. Each of these forests defines a partition of [n] according to the connected components of this forest. We say that the first element is greater than the second if the corresponding partition is greater w.r.t. the ordering < p . Hence it remains to define the ordering for the forests such that these partitions are actually the same partition [n] = A 1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ A k . Assume that the subsets A l are reordered such that max A 1 < max A 2 < . . . < max A k .
We will define the ordering for two trees on the same set of vertices, and then compare the trees on the subset A 1 , the trees on the subset A 2 ,. . . , the trees on the subset A k . If on some steps the corresponding trees are not equal, we take the first step with this property and say that the greater monomial is the one having the greater tree on this step.
So we take two trees T and T ′ on the same (ordered) vertex set A. Each of these trees is a chain beginning from max A, and we just compare the elements of these chains lexicographically: if for T the vertex connected with max A is greater then T ′ < T , if these vertices coincide, we compare their neighbours etc.
It remains to prove that the matrix of the pairing between B P (n) and F OS + (n) is nondegenerate. Namely, we prove that α F , m G = 0 if F < η(G) (and α F , m G = ±1 if F = η(G)). First of all, from the combinatorial definition of the pairing it is evident that the pairing vanishes if the partitions of [n] defined by the forests F and G are distinct. So we can concentrate on the case of coinciding partitions [n] = A 1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ A k . As above, we can assume (without the loss of generality) that max A 1 < max A 2 < . . . < max A k , and it is enough to prove that α T ′ , m T = 0 for an operadic tree T ′ and an algebraic tree T (on the same vertex set) such that η −1 (α ′ T ) < T . Let us denote T ′ = ψ −1 (α ′ T ). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the common vertex set of T and T ′ is [n], hoping that it will not abuse the notation too much.
Indeed, begin to compute the pairing. We want the mapping f T ′ ,T to be bijective. This means that the parent vertex v of the leaf n in T ′ corresponds to some edge of T . The only possible edge is the edge connecting n and its left sibling i. Now we take the parent vertex of v and use the same argument: if there exists an edge corresponding to this vertex then the left sibling of v is connected in T with either n or i -but by the definition n has only one neighbour, and we already know that this neighbour is i. So there is an edge i ↔ j in T . Proceeding like that, we see that for η −1 (T ′ ) < T we will encounter problems on the step where the corresponding chains differ, and the proposition follows.
The upper and the lower bound together imply the following result:
(1) For each n the algebras OS + (n) and P(n) * (with the multiplication arising from our Hopf structure on the Poisson operad) are isomorphic.
(2) The dimension of the algebra OS + (n) is equal to n!.
(3) The basis in this algebra is naturally indexed by the forests from
F OS + (n).
5. The case of the bihamiltonian operad.
5.1.
A monomial basis for the bihamiltonian operad. One of the central results of the paper [3] is the dimension formula for the operad Lie 2 . It states that dim Lie 2 (n) = n n−1 . Hence to introduce a monomial basis for this operad it is enough to find a spanning set of this cardinality.
Definition 7. Given a finite ordered set A = {a 1 < a 2 < . . . < a n }, define a family of monomials B Lie 2 (A) in the free algebra with two compatible brackets generated by A recursively as follows. Proof. Let us begin with the spanning property. Actually, here we use the reasoning similar to the case of the Poisson operad. Namely, we use the Jacobi identity for the first bracket and the six-term relation to rewrite each monomial as a linear combination of monomials, each either of type {a i , m} 1 with i < n or of the type {m 1 , m 2 } 2 . For the monomials of the first type we just apply induction on n. As for the second type of monomials, we again assume that on each step a n belongs to the right argument and the only case which does not allow us to use the induction hypothesis is the case
then the monomial b belongs to B Lie 2 (A) if and only if it satisfies either of the two conditions:
In this case we should use the Jacobi identity for the second bracket to decrease the degree (number of generators involved) of the left argument, and the spanning property follows.
Let β n = |B Lie 2 ([n])|. Moreover, for i = 1, 2 let β i,n = |B i The first condition implies that β 1,n+1 = nβ n , while the second one gives the relation
(we choose k indices to be involved in b 1 ; notice that a n+1 is forbidden, so the factor is exactly n k ). Let us rewrite these formulas as (n + 1)β 1,n+1 (n + 1)! = nβ n n! ,
Using the exponential generating functions
we can encode the previous formulas via differential equations:
.
Integrating this, we have β(t) = − ln(1 − β 1 (t)) (to verify that the constant of the integration is zero, we just compare the first coefficients), and so exp(β(t)) = 1 1−β 1 (t) . Rewrite this formula as β 1 (t) = 1 − exp(−β(t)) and substitute it into (2). We have β ′ (t) exp(−β(t)) − 1 = tβ ′ (t), and so
Integrating this, we have
(the constant of the integration is zero due to the same arguments). It is known that the only solution of this functional equation is the generating function of {n n−1 }.
It follows that the sets B Lie 2 ([n]) provide monomial bases for the components of the operad Lie 2 . Since the bihamiltonian operad is obtained from operads Com and Lie 2 by a distributive law, we have an isomorphism of S-modules P 2 ≃ Com • Lie 2 (see [3] ), and thus we have
This leads to a following somewhat combinatorial proof of the dimension formula for the bihamiltonian operad which is different from the proof given in [3] .
Corollary 2. The dimension of the space P 2 (n) is equal to (n + 1) n−1 .
Proof. It is well known that the sequence n n−1 counts rooted trees on [n], while the composition with Com corresponds to a combinatorial structure obtained by partitioning a set and taking a rootted tree on each part of the partition, which encodes planted forests on [n] or, the same, (not necessarily rooted) trees on [n+1], so the number of objects of this type is (n+1) n−1 .
An upper bound for dim OS
Here we obtain the upper bound for the dimension of OS + 2 (n). Again, this upper bound holds for a generic algebra of this type.
Proposition 3. Let OS + 2 (n, γ) be an associative commutative algebra with generators x ij , y ij , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n, and relations
x ki x ij = 0, γ xy,ijk x ij y jk + γ xy,jki x jk y ki + γ xy,kij x ki y ij + + γ yx,ijk y ij x jk + γ yx,jki y jk x ki + γ yx,kij y ki x ij = 0, γ yy,ijk y ij y jk + γ yy,jki y jk y ki + γ yy,kij y ki y ij = 0 for some γ αβ,abc ∈ Q. Then dim OS + 2 (n, γ) ≤ (n + 1) n−1 for each set of coefficients γ such that γ αβ,abc = 0 for each a, b, c ∈ [n], α, β ∈ {x, y}.
Proof. We will now introduce a bijection between the basis of P 2 (n) and a certain set of monomials in OS + 2 (n), find a combinatorial description of this set and then prove the spanning property.
Let us define a mapping from B P 2 ([n]) to the set of A-forests. Actually, we define the mapping from B Lie 2 ([n]) to the set of A-trees and then extend it on forests in an obvious way. Take an element b ∈ B Lie 2 ([n]). Let us explain how to construct a tree ψ(b) on the vertex set [n] with {x, y}-labeling of the edges. The definition is recursive. For n = 1 we do not have any choice (both of the sets consist of one element). Consider the case n > 1. There are two different cases. 
The injectivity of the mapping ψ is clear. Let us describe the image ψ(B Lie 2 ([n]) ).
Take any A-tree T . Let n be its root; thus we obtain an orientation of T . Consider all trees T satisfying the following condition: ( * ) for each vertex of T there exists at most one outgoing (oriented) edge labeled x and at most one outgoing (oriented) edge labeled y.
For each vertex v of T we call any sequence c of vertices v 0 = v, v 1 ,. . . , v k , where all the oriented edges v i → v i+1 are labeled by x, an x-chain starting at v (in this case, we say that the length of c is equal to k). An x-chain is called maximal if it can not be extended to a larger x-chain. If the above condition is satisfied then for each vertex v of T there exists exactly one maximal x-chain starting at v. We denote this chain by c x (v, T ) and its length by l x (v, T ). Maximal y-chains are defined in a similar way and the corresponding notation should be clear.
Any tree T satisfying ( * ) defines a partition of [n] as follows. Consider the maximal x-chain j 0 (T ) = n, j 1 (T ),. . . , j k (T ) starting from n (here k = l x (n, T )). Let us delete temporarily all the edges corresponding to that chain. The connected components of the resulting graph are trees T 0 , T 1 ,. . . , T k on some subsets of [n] . These subsets form a partition [n] = ξ 0 (T ) ⊔ ξ 1 (T ) ⊔ . . . ⊔ ξ k (T ) (here ξ s (T ) stands for the part containing j s (T )). Take any p = 0, 1, . . . , k and consider the maximal y-chain i 0,p (T ) = j p , i 1,p (T ),. . . , i kp,p (T ) starting from j p in T p (here k p = l y (j p , T )). Let us delete temporarily all the edges corresponding to that chain. The connected components of the resulting graph are the trees T i,p (i = 1, . . . , k p ) on some subsets of ξ p (T ). These subsets form a partition [n]) ). Consider the O-tree corresponding to b. Take the unique path in this tree going from the leaf labeled n to the root. This path contains several internal vertices labeled 1, and several vertices labeled 2 which are split into segments between the vertices labeled 1. Notice that from the definition of the mapping ψ it is clear that the vertices labeled 1 correspond to the vertices j 0 (T ) = n, . . . , j m (T ) of the maximal x-chain starting from n in ψ(b), and the segment of vertices labeled 2 between the sth and the (s + 1)th vertex labeled 1 corresponds to the maximal y-chain starting from j s (T ). Now it is easy to see that the maximality conditions correspond to the conditions max A 1 < max A 2 from the definition of B Lie 2 (A). We omit the further details. Now we want to prove that our monomials span OS + 2 (n). Lemma 8. The monomials corresponding to forests span OS + 2 (n). Proof. Let us prove that any monomial corresponding to a graph with cycles is equal to zero. We will prove it by induction on the length of the cycle. For a cycle of length two it follows literally from the defining relations. If a cycle has two adjacent edges labeled x (resp., y) then we can use a threeterm x-relation (resp., y-relation) to reduce the length of a cycle. The only remaining case is the case of edges with alternating labels. But then we can use a six-term relation for two adjacent edges and obtain five monomials, four of which have a cycle of smaller length and the fifth has two adjacent edges with the same labels, and we are done. Now let us prove that for any forest G on [n] the monomial m G can be rewritten as a linear combination of monomial corresponding to forests from F OS + 2 (n). We use the induction on n. Using the induction hypothesis, we can immediately derive Lemma 9. Each monomial m G is equal to a linear combination of monomials m F for forests F consisting of trees that satisfy the following (for some k, l):
• The vertex with the maximal label has k outgoing edges labeled x and l outgoing edges labeled y.
• If we delete these outgoing edges, then we obtain trees Let us prove that we can fulfil the condition (i) for the elements of ychains starting from n. It is enough to improve one of the chains. Let us prove that it is possible. The proof is by decreasing induction on k + l and for a fixed k + l by induction on l. In the first case, the induction base is k + l = n − 1, and all the condition is fulfilled. In the second case the induction base is l = 0, so there are no y-chains and the condition is also fulfilled.
Consider one of the trees T First of all we prove that ( ) modulo the monomials corresponding to the trees satisfying the induction hypothesis our monomial is congruent to the monomial for which n is connected to v y p (and all other edges remain the same). This monomial will satisfy the maximality conditions for the corresponding y-chain starting from n.
Consider the vertex v of the tree T y p that is connected to n. Let us take the path going from that vertex to v where for the first monomial r has decreased, for the second and the fifth one k + l has increased, for the third and the fourth monomials k + l is the same and k has increased, so l has decreased (perhaps some of the monomials now do not belong to the corresponding set and we should rewrite them through the "basis", but this does not affect k and l).
When we are done, we finish as follows. First of all, we straighten the "skeleton" consisting of all y-chains starting from n. This can be done in the same way as for OS + (n), and does not affect the maximality conditions involving the elements of the chains. Then using the same straightening procedure, we replace the monomial with a linear combination of monomials corresponding to trees that have at most x-edge going from n (while the subtree connected to n by an y-edge is the same). For each monomial of this kind we take a subtree T (on the vertex set π) growing from that x-edge and rewrite the corresponding monomial as a linear combination of monomials from T OS + 2 ( π) (here the ordering of the set π differs from the induced ordering; we make the label of the vertex connected to n the maximal element of this set). This can be done using the induction hypothesis, and the proposition follows.
5.3.
A lower bound for dim OS + 2 (n). The plan is completely analogous to the plan for the case of the algebras OS + (n). We give the similar definitions for the pairing and then define a linear ordering and check the triangularity.
Definition 9.
Take an element ♯ / ∈ I. Define an algebra homomorphism
Lemma 10. For each I, J the homomorphism φ IJ is well defined.
The mappings φ IJ obviously satisfy the coassociativity type relations for the cooperadic cocomposition, so the collection of the dual spaces {OS + 2 (n) * } gets a structure of an operad.
Lemma 11. The binary operations of this operad satisfy the relations of the operad P 2 .
Thus there exists a mapping τ from P 2 to the collection {OS + 2 (n) * }. Definition 10. Define a pairing
Another way to define this pairing originates from the Hopf operad structure on P 2 which we will define now. Namely, we construct a coassociative morphism P 2 → P 2 ⊗ P 2 (for us, the coassociativity is crucial; all other Hopf operad properties hold as well).
Definition 11. Let the morphism ∆ : P 2 (2) → P 2 (2) ⊗ P 2 (2) be defined as follows:
Lemma 12. The (coassociative) morphism ∆ is well defined.
This means that each vector space P 2 (n) * obtains a structure of an associative algebra.
Fix the following notation for the operations:
ε : a 1 , . . . , a n → a 1 ⋆ a 2 ⋆ . . . ⋆ a n ,
Definition 12. Let us put ε, 1 = α ij , x ij = β ij , y ij = 1 and then extend this to a pairing ·,· :
Lemma 13. This pairing is well defined, i.e. it vanishes on all the (operadic and algebraic) relations.
Again, we give one more description of the pairing in combinatorial terms. Take a monomial m G ∈ OS + 2 (n) and an element α F ∈ P 2 (n). Define a following partial mapping f F ,G from the set of edges of G to the set of vertices of F. Given an edge e = (i ↔ j), take the leaves i and j of F. If they do not belong to the same component of F, the mapping is not defined. Otherwise consider the paths from that leaves to the root of the corresponding connected component. Let κ be the first common vertex of these paths. If the label of κ contradicts 1 the label of e, the mapping is again not defined. Otherwise f F ,G assigns to the edge e the vertex κ. The following is evident from either definition of the pairing. 1 We assume that 1 corresponds to x and 2 corresponds to y, and all other cases make a contradiction.
Proof. We again start with the definition of a linear ordering of F OS + 2 (n) (and thus a linear ordering of B P 2 (n) via the bijection ψ). After that we show that the matrix of the pairing is upper triangular with nonzero entries on the diagonal and thus nondegenerate.
Take two monomials m G 1 and m G 2 such that each G i is a forest of trees of T OS + 2 -type. Each of these forests defines a partition of [n] according to the connected components of this forest. We say that the first element is greater than the second if the corresponding partition is greater w.r.t. the ordering < p . Hence it remains to define the ordering for the forests such that these partitions are actually the same partition [n] = A 1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ A k . Assume that the subsets A l are reordered such that max A 1 < max A 2 < . . . < max A k .
The ordering is more complicated than in the case of the Poisson operad. For n = 2 we just fix any of two possible orderings. Assume that n > 2 and take two trees T and T ′ on the same vertex set A of cardinality n. Now we introduce the recursive ordering procedure.
Recall that ≺ denotes the ordering on the subsets extending the inclusion ordering. Denote also by < dl the degree-lexicographic ordering of finite sequences of integers (s 1 < dl s 2 if either the length of s 1 is less than the length of s 2 or the lengths coincide but s 1 is lexicographically smaller than s 2 ; for example, an empty chain is less than any other chain).
In the following definition we often make use of the notation introduced in Section 5.2.
• Let T ′ < T if c x (n, T ′ ) < dl c x (n, T ). (Thus we can assume in the further comparisons that c x (n, T ) = c x (n, T ′ ).)
be the set of indices involved in c y (j k , T ).
• Assume that the subtree T k contains no edges labeled x.
If the latter chains coincide, let T ′ < T if T ′ − < T − , where the trees T − , T ′ − are obtained from T and T ′ by deleting the edge j k−1 ↔ j k and the subtree growing from j k . (Thus if T k does not contain x-edges, the comparison procedure stops.) If the subtree T k contains some edges labeled x, consider the maximal element µ(T ) of ξ k (T ) \ ζ k (T ). Suppose that it belongs to π α(T ),k . Then c x (i α(T ),k , T ) ends in m(T ) by the definition.
•
where the superscript rev denotes the reversed sequence (the first element becomes the last etc.). (Thus we can assume in the further comparisons that c
Notice that the the smaller subset corresponds to the greater tree. (Thus we can assume in the further comparisons that
are the subtrees growing from i α(T ),k = i α(T ′ ),k in T and T ′ . If these subtrees coincide, delete them (leaving i α(T ),k = i α(T ′ ),k on its place) and compare the resulting trees T α(T ),k and
It is clear that this comparison procedure produces a certain linear ordering on trees (and hence forests) that we are studying. Now we want examine the matrix of the pairing (whose rows and columns are ordered according to our ordering). We will prove that α F , m G = 0 if F < ψ(G). It is clear from the definition that α F , m G = ±1 if F = ψ(G). Thus the matrix of the pairing is triangular and hence nondegenerate.
First of all, from the combinatorial definition of the pairing it is evident that the pairing vanishes if the partitions of [n] defined by the forests F and G are distinct. So we can concentrate on the case of coinciding partitions [n] = A 1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ A k . As above, we can assume (without the loss of generality) that max A 1 < max A 2 < . . . < max A k , and it is enough to prove that α T ′ , m T = 0 for an O-tree T ′ and an A-tree T (on the same vertex set) such that ψ −1 (α ′ T ) < T . Let us denote T ′ = ψ −1 (α ′ T ). Thus we have T ′ < T . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the common vertex set of T and T ′ is [n], hoping that it will not abuse the notation too much.
Let us trace the comparison procedure. Consider the path in T ′ from its leaf n to the root. This path corresponds to writing α T ′ in the form {b 1 , {b 2 , . . . {b r , a n } ǫr . . .} ǫ 2 } ǫ 1 , where b α ∈ B Lie 2 (ω α ) and ǫ α ∈ {1, 2}. From the definition of ψ we see that
and the number of 1's among ǫ i 's is exactly l x (n, T ′ ). Moreover, the partitions [n] = π q,p (T ′ ) and [n] = {n} ⊔ ω α actually coincide (up to rearranging the parts). Let us denote by V n = V 1 n ⊔ V 2 n the subset of vertices (labeled by 1, 2 resp.) in T ′ that belong to the path from the root to n. Consider the numbering ord : V n → {1, . . . , r} that corresponds to the order in the path from the root to n (if v is closer to the root than w, then ord(v) < ord(w)). For a vertex v ∈ V 1 n with ord(v) = α, we have |ω α | = 1.
Remark 7.
Consider the map f T ′ ,T . This map takes the edge i ↔ j to V n if and only if i ∈ ω α , j ∈ ω β and α = β. Moreover, for α < β we have ord(f T ′ ,T (i ↔ j)) = α.
Recall that if α T ′ , m T = 0 then f T ′ ,T should be a bijection. This simple observation is actually crucial in our proof.
The same arguments as for the Poisson operad show that all the images of edges of c x (n, T ′ ) belong to V 1 n and ord(f F ′ ,T (j p ↔ j p+1 )) decreases as p increases. Thus if c x (n, T ′ ) < dl c x (n, T ) then α T ′ , m T = 0.
Suppose the comparison procedure for T and T ′ stops on the second step. Then none of the images of the edges in T k belong to the O-subtree growing from the vertex v k in V n with ord(v k ) = l y (j k (T ′ ), T ′ ) + 1, i.e. the vertex in V 1 n that is closest to the root. Thus if ξ k (T ′ ) ≺ ξ k (T ) then α T ′ , m T = 0. The third and the fourth step are the similar to the first one; we just repeat the arguments for the Poisson operad.
Suppose that the comparison procedure stops on the fifth step. This means that there exists an element s ∈ π α(T ′ ),k \ π α(T ),k . Suppose that µ(T ) = µ(T ′ ) belongs to the set of leaves of ω α 0 . Consider the shortest path s 0 := m(T ) ↔ s 1 ↔ . . . ↔ s l = s in the tree T starting at m(T ) and ending at s. Clearly, its first segment s 0 ↔ . . . ↔ s l 1 coincides with c x (i α(T ),k , T ) rev . Notice that the set of all edges s i ↔ s i+1 that are taken by f T ′ ,T to V n is not empty (for example, that is true for i = l 1 ). Let l 1 , . . . , l q be the numbers of these edges. For each p = 1, . . . , q − 1 the images of all edges in the segment s lp+1 ↔ . . . ↔ s l p+1 −1 belong to the O-subtree corresponding to the monomials b αp (for some vertex α p ∈ V n ). On the other hand, the images of all edges of the segment s lq+1 ↔ . . . ↔ s l again belong to the O-subtree b α 0 . Thus ord(f T ′ ,T (s lp ↔ s lp+1 )) = min(α p , α p+1 ) (we set α q+1 := α 0 ). Now the vanishing property for the fifth step of the ordering follows from the following elementary lemma. Now we can use the induction hypothesis in the last comparison step to finish the proof of triangularity.
The upper and the lower bound together imply our main result:
(1) For each n the algebras OS + 2 (n) and P 2 (n) * (with the multiplication arising from our Hopf structure on the bihamiltonian operad) are isomorphic. (n).
Using character formulas from [3] , one immediately has (1 + kq + (n − k)q −1 ).
We refer the reader to [3] for the formulas for S n × SL 2 -characters.
Having obtained monomial bases, we can easily compute the Hilbert series of our algebras. The proof is straightforward and therefore omitted. 
